
GALLEY 

On November 27 , there willbe a March on Washington 

for Peace in Vietnam whichhas been called by certain 

prominent Americans who a.re concerned about the 

implications of our foreign policy. These persons, 

not representative of any specific organizations, 

include: H. Stuart Hughes, Norman Thomas, Erich Fromm, 

Michael Harrington, John Hersey, James Farmer, Arthur 

Miller, Saul Bellow and others. 

The purpose of this March is to demonstrate that there 

can anand does exist in this country individual doubt con

cerning the validity of the reasoning behind the US in

volvement in South EastAsia. 

In the light of the Administration's criticism and 

easy dismissal of past protest, it is essential that the 

basis and extent of our concern and disagreement be 

demonstrated; that the legitimacy of our protest be 

recognized. As the official call states, "The tone of 

the March will be affirmative and c reative. There will 

be no civil disobedience. "

Copie s of a cir:ular stating the explicitpurposes of 

the March will soon be ditributed. Arrangements have been 

made for a bus whichwill leave Albany 11 p.m. Friday and 

will return at the same time on Saturday. Transportation 

arrangements willbe made to Albany if people are interested. 

The total cost of the trip will be $10 .oo. Because of 

limited space and time, commitments must be made by November 

15. If interested please place notes in Box 320, or see or 

phone Mrs. Scott (2-6607). 

A meeting will be held soon to discuss the March.

A large-scale, positive response to this call is imperative. 

Endorsed by: 

Franl< Bal<er 
Henry Brant 
Margaret DeGrey 
George Finkel 
Gloria Gil 
Paul Gray 
Georges Guy 
Rush Welt er 

Margaret Murphy 
Elin Fleischer 
Ruth Schreiber 
Dave Schreiber 
Loren Seigel 

A. Norman Klein BernardMalamud
R. Arnold Ricks 
Leonard Rower
Bert Salwen 
Gunnar Schonbeck 
Wallace Scott 

Due to lack of time not all faculty members were contacted 

for endorsement. The above listing is incomplete .. 




